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TO HELP 
PHOTOGRAPHERS
MAKE A LIVING
DOING WHAT THEY
L     VE,

BY LETTING US
FOCUS ON THE 
THINGS THEY 
DON’T.
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Who is Sprout Studio?
You may be reading this thinking: "who are these people trying to tell me about my photography 

business and why should I trust them?" - which is fair! So let us introduce ourselves and explain 

why we care about you, your industry, and your success as a photographer.

Sprout Studio was founded in 2015 with one goal in mind. To help photographers make a living 

doing what they love. Our CEO and Founder, Bryan Caporicci, had spent over ten years as a 

full-time photographer. He found that running his business was substantially more difficult with a 
mess of disconnected systems.

As a photographer and business owner, he was fed up with hitting the same major roadblocks, 

managing so many different softwares, and wasting his time trying to stay organized. After all, he 

got into the photography industry to take photographs - not send invoices, create questionnaires, 

and write emails.

Bryan wanted to scratch his own itch, but he also knew he wasn't the only 

photographer struggling to keep things organized. Thus, Sprout Studio was born to 

help photographers win at business, win with their clients, and win in their lives.

Now almost 8 years, a team of people, and countless late nights later, we have 

helped thousands of photographers succeed in their businesses every year. 

Our mission continues to hold true. We are constantly improving our 

software around the needs of photographers who want to make a living 

doing what they love.

Hence, this report! It started as a way to learn more about how we 

can better our software, resources, and educational content to fit 
photographers' anxieties, stressors, and goals in 2023 - but it 

turned into much more.

Through this industry report, you'll learn how photographers 

perceive this upcoming year, what they hope to accomplish, 

and what they need to reach those goals. You'll read how 

their businesses have been impacted in years prior, what 

they've been struggling with most, and how we predict 

the photography industry will be shaped moving into 

2023.
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About the  Report
Now, how did we collect information from 

thousands of photographers to make this report?

We sent out a survey to our extensive email list of 

photographers (over 30,000 of them!) that has 

accumulated over the past 8 years of business. 

While not all 30,000 photographers responded, our 

data sample was large enough to properly represent 

photographers and create a valuable report.

We asked quantitative questions that are more 

easily displayed, but we also asked qualitative 

questions like "what would you need to help you 

meet your goals in 2023?" with a variety of text 

responses.

In order to quantify the text answers, we 

categorized all of the responses into "buckets" that 

summarize the main general concepts we received. 

We will explain each bucket response and give 

overviews of the contents to better define its 
meaning.

We hope to bring value to the reader through our 

experienced perspective on photographers running 

their business in 2022 and summarize what our 

findings mean for the future of photography in this 
upcoming year.

Based on the data collected, we found consistency 

throughout the replies regarding photographer’s 

outlook on their industry in 2023.

By a clear majority, photographers were found to 

have anxiety surrounding generating leads, 

booking clients, and earning consistent income.

Almost 1/3 of photographers think that exploring 

new marketing and advertising strategies will be 

the solution to their "bookings" problem.

Photographers clearly have their "eyes on the 

prize" with specific goals to meet in 2023, but they 
feel like they don't have the time or skill to 

accomplish those goals. They see a need to either 

hire or free up their time.

While 1/4 of photographers blame external forces 

(i.e. the economy) for their challenges, just as many 

think hiring a business coach will magically solve 

their problems. Anecdotally, photographers feel like 

they are fumbling, searching for how to grow their 

business. Instead of taking ownership and making 

a plan, they want to place that responsibility on a 

coach to tell them what to do.

Many photographers are making changes in their 

business (i.e. new studio) and life (i.e. expanding 

their family), which only adds to the stress and 

overwhelm of trying to "do it all" themselves in 

2023.

We will explore these concepts throughout the 

report and dive deeper into the results that brought 

us to these conclusions.
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Anxieties
THE FINDINGS:

"It's a financial rollercoaster. There's been huge 
growth from pandemic re-bookings but massive loss 

from inflation costs, economy restoration, and 
quality of advertising."

"The photography industry is feast or 
famine. It complicates my workflow, 

always having to readjust."



WHAT IS PREVENTING YOU FROM ACHIEVING YOUR 
2023 BUSINESS GOALS?

WHAT ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT IN YOUR 
BUSINESS GOING INTO 2023 THAT YOU HAVEN’T BEEN 
CONCERNED ABOUT GOING INTO OTHER YEARS?

WHAT CHALLENGES IN YOUR BUSINESS DID YOU 
FACE IN 2022 THAT YOU HADN’T EXPECTED?

“recession is slowing weddings and events”
“all of our expenses are sky high right now”

“there is a lack of inquiries / consistent bookings”
“staying on top of a heavier workload”
“over-scheduling or under-charging”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

intro anxieties comparison goals four concerns magic wand the future

“easily a lack of time. I need more of it to build 
more and better relationships”

“fear of putting myself out there more”
“managing all business needs by myself (i.e tax 

filings, editing, booking, etc)”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

“it seems that people buy less, if they book at all”
“having to increase prices across the board to 

keep up with inflation”
“my workflow and time management are not very 

smooth”

NOTABLE ANSWERS



What are you worried about in your business going 
into 2023 that you haven't been concerned about 
going into other years?

To better grasp how the fears of 2023 are influenced year-to-year, we wanted to pose this 
question in a way that made respondents think about how their businesses have been 

shaped by factors related to a changing industry - rather than by personal struggle. 

39%: I'm worried about the economy, 
inflation and a possible recession

38%: I'm worried that I'm not booking 
enough clients or getting enough leads

8%: I'm worried that I'll burnout and don't 
have a work/life balance

11%: I am making changes in my business 
and life and hope that my business can adapt

4%: I don't have any worries or concerns

Almost equally (and overwhelmingly), photographers are worried about the economy or 

getting enough bookings to sustain their business - which may be two fears that work hand in 

hand. 

There is anxiety surrounding economic and global financials as it relates to photography 
businesses. Whether it’s lack of disposable income, raised prices differing bookings, or fewer 

opportunities to get business - both the fear of the economy and the fear of losing bookings 

are intertwined.

The next majority, although significantly smaller, is a group of photographers taking risks, 
expanding their business, and hoping to grow in 2023 - which can be frightening for any 

entrepreneur. Growth like this can feel exponentially riskier, especially following the economic 

state within the past few years.

FINDINGS
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What challenges in your business did you face in 
2022 that you hadn't expected?

Looking at 2022 is important for understanding what may be influencing photographers' 
concerns for the year ahead. Specifically, we wanted to hear about the unexpected 
roadblocks to learn what challenges photographers may not be preparing for in their 

business.

From the data we collected, it is apparent that photographers wanted more bookings and 

more time in 2022. The economy was a considerable discussion point for many business 

owners over the past couple of years. Many photographers felt the impact of these challenges 

in 2022 and are carrying those fears into 2023.

Interestingly, the next majority of respondents said they were busier than expected. This may 

have been from postponed events stacking up, increased marketing efforts, new software, or 

low expectations as they moved into last year.

The answers seen here align with photographer's main concerns for 2023. Many 

photographers struggled to get bookings and are worried that the same will happen this year. 

Photographers who faced economic struggles are concerned that they won't bounce back, and 

the photographers who have had a successful year may be expanding and anxious about the 

growth they're seeing.

FINDINGS

31%: I had fewer leads and bookings 
than I had thought I would have

19%: I didn't have enough time to do all 
the things I needed to do

15%: I was busier and had more bookings 
than I had expected I would

18%: Economic casualties 

12%: I need help with my business skills

3%: I felt more stressed and my clients felt 
more stressed

3%: Neutral



What is preventing you from achieving your 2023 
business goals?

There are always going to be challenges photographers face while running a business - 

however, those challenges also point directly to opportunities for growth.

As we've seen so far, the economy, fewer bookings, and time management have been 

underscored as the main concerns for 2023. How are these specifically affecting 
photographers, and what is preventing them from contingently finding solutions?

Many photographers who responded to this survey claim they do not have time to manage 

their businesses how they want. Almost equally, photographers blame their shortcomings on 

personal attitudes and getting in their own way.

The next majority say they have fewer leads and bookings to supplement their business 

appropriately. Business workflows, marketing challenges, and external factors such as the 
economy scored equally as roadblocks to photographers' goals.

All responses that were given to this question point photographers to specific solutions 
directly related to the challenges they see before them. The inhibiting factors that 

photographers face show them the areas in which their focus should be directed in 2023.

FINDINGS
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I don't have enough time 
to do the things I know I 

need to do.

38%
I am the main roadblock to 

my own success.

22%
Clients aren't booking or 
aren't spending as much 

money.

18%

My business's workflow.

10%

I am burnt out and not able to 
focus as clearly as I'd like.

6%

There are external factors 
that I cannot control 

(economy, fuel, inflation, etc.).

10%

Marketing challenges.

10%
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Comparing
Years

THE FINDINGS:

"With the cost of everyday essentials rising and '
photographs' not being a necessity, it's more 

important than ever to help my customers see the 
value of what I provide for them."

"There are foundational business changes 
I need to make - new niches, new systems, 

and so on."



RATE HOW YOUR BUSINESS IS LOOKING FOR 2023 
VS. HOW YOUR BUSINESS WAS IN 2022.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR BUSINESS IN 2022 VS. 
YOUR BUSINESS PRE-PANDEMIC?

WHAT CHANGES DO YOU ANTICIPATE GOING INTO 
2023 VS. OTHER YEARS, RELATIVE TO YOUR 
BUSINESS?

“2022 was much better than pre-pandemic”
“2022 was somewhat better”

“2022 and pre-pandemic were the same”
“Pre-pandemic was much better”

“Pre-pandemic was somewhat better”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

“I am hopeful for 2023”
“I am confident 2023 will be better”

“I am worried about 2023”
“2022 and 2023 are looking the same”

“2023 is looking much worse”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

“accepting more clients and offering higher-end 
products”

“growth, improving my skills, raising my prices”
“be more consisent with social media, blogging, 

and newsletters”

NOTABLE ANSWERS
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How would you rate your business in 2022 vs. your 
business pre-pandemic?

It's no question that the pandemic hit the photography industry hard, impacting everything 

from consumer spending and IPS to event restrictions and the ability to provide services. 

Now, almost 2 years post the start of the pandemic, we wanted to know how photographers 

felt their business was succeeding compared to the years before Covid-19 came like a 

tornado through our lives.

We asked photographers to rate their business in 2022 vs pre-pandemic using a set

selection of responses. 

Indisputably, photographers felt that 2022 was a much better year for their business than it 

was pre-pandemic. This may be due to the resilience they established to stay afloat, the 
abrupt need to focus on the business aspects of their photography, or the personal lessons 

they learned while facing a global pandemic.

Although businesses across the world were impacted by Covid-19, photographers have 

continuously found ways to ensure their passion stays a priority by adapting to their 

circumstances and rising above the challenges. This points to only good things as we work our 

way into 2023.

FINDINGS

0 10 20 30 40 50

2022 was much better - 41%

2022 was somewhat better - 18%

2022 and pre-pandemic were the same - 16%

Pre-pandemic was much better - 14%

Pre-pandemic was somewhat better - 11%
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Rate how your business is looking for 2023 vs. how 
your business was in 2022.

With similar intent to the previous question, we asked how hopeful photographers were 

about 2023 compared to the year they just experienced. These answers give insight into 

photographers' overall attitudes surrounding 2022 and expectations for 2023. 

We asked photographers to rate their business using a set collection of responses. 

Our data suggest that photographers feel 2023 will be better than 2022. While we know that 

these same photographers have concerns regarding the economy, their bookings, and 

managing their time, we can see that it is not hindering their hopefulness for the future of their 

business. 

It is interesting, however, that despite their confidence for 2023, their anxieties surrounding 
their business are not subsided. 

FINDINGS

37%: I am hopeful for 2023

36%: I am confident 2023 will be better

11%: 2022 and 2023 are looking the same

13%: I am worried about 2023

3%: 2023 is looking much worse
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What changes do you anticipate going into 2023 vs. 
other years, relative to your business?

This question was presented to better understand the challenges unique to 2023. We 

wanted to see what photographers had to say about the changes they expect in the 

upcoming year and how they feel those changes will impact their business.

A large portion of photographers noted that there are fundamental business changes they 

expect to make in 2023 to keep up with the ever-changing industry. Many photographers feel 

that the only way to continue succeeding and growing in their business is to focus on just that 

- the business side of things.

There is also a portion of people who expect more leads, bookings, and growth, which is in 

direct contradiction to the anxieties we received in previous questions. Since photographers 

anticipate more bookings, their contradictions may be caused by the fear that those bookings 

will not come to fruition. It may also point to a lack of confidence in themselves to make it 
possible, as we have seen in the responses to Question 3: "What is preventing you from 
achieving your 2023 business goals?".

12% of photographers want to shape their business around additional marketing efforts to 

keep up to date with the rapid expansion of advertising standards seen across businesses 

globally.

FINDINGS

There are foundational 
business changes I need 

to make.

37%
I anticipate growth, more 
leads and an increase in 

bookings.

21%
I would like to focus more 
on the things that matter 

in my business.

18%

I need to look at new ways 
to market my business.

12%
I anticipate a lack of bookings 

and revenue.

11%
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Reaching
Goals

THE FINDINGS:

"Next year is a make or break. I need to fill all my 
sessions. I need consistency in bookings. I need to pay 

off my expenses and loans. I need to be profitable."

"I need a better system and workflow so I 
can have more time. I am stretched too 

thin to keep up."



WHAT WOULD YOU NEED TO HELP YOU MEET YOUR 
GOALS IN 2023?

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN YOUR 
BUSINESS IN 2023?

WHAT WOULD YOU SPEND AN ADDITIONAL 
BUDGET ON IN 2023 IF YOU WERE GIVEN THE 
OPPORTUNITY?

“ability to pay off debts and start taking a salary”
“getting more of my ideal clients and creating an 

amazing shoot experience”
“elevate my branding and let it reach more 

people”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

“easy-to-use, automated software that helps me 
upsell products”

“better social media strategy”
“be more concentrated and disciplined”

“learning to ask for help”

NOTABLE ANSWERS

“i’d want an SEO expert to go through my 
website”

“upgrading equipment, purchasing studio space”
“webinars and courses, more education”

“hire an assistant or editor / album designer”

NOTABLE ANSWERS
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What do you want to accomplish in your business in 
2023?

Shifting to a more inspirational tone, we wanted to know what a successful 2023 would look 

like for photographers and what their biggest driver this year will be. 

Whether it's acknowledging their weak points and hoping to change, or specific plans they 
are already putting into action - photographers running their business know that as the 

industry changes, their goals also change.

So, how do the goals photographers have for 2023 point to a changing industry? 

46% of photographers said that their goals for 2023 are financial-based, and arguably, the 
24% of people who'd like more clients belong in that category as well. It seems that making 

more money, unsurprisingly, accounts for a majority of photographers' goals for 2023.

A word that repeated throughout the responses we received was "consistency". Not only do 

photographers want to book more clients, but they also want a steady stream of them to curb 

the ebb and flow of an unpredictable schedule.

With so much inconsistency over the past few years, it seems that photographers want 

stability in 2023. A stable source of income, a stable client base, a stable workflow, and a 
stable work/life balance. Photographers don't want any more surprises while running their 

business. To prevent this, they must set specific goals for 2023 relating to stabilizing their 
business structure.

FINDINGS

10

46%: I have specific financial goals I’d 
like to meet

24%: I’d like to book more clients,
consistently

12%: Organize my work/life balance

18%: I want to focus on my clients by 
shifting my market/giving a better experience

46%

24%

18%

12%
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What would you need to help you meet your goals in 
2023?

After asking photographers what their goals are for 2023, we wanted to know how they 

planned (or hoped) to reach them. Specifically, what resources they would need to get there. 

Our goal in asking this question was to learn what photographer's needed from us to help 

them succeed. This report began as a way for Sprout Studio to tailor our educational content 

to be more valuable to our users in 2023 - but the answers here provide so much more.

Here, we get a glimpse of the mindset that photographers have going into this year.

25% of photographers admit to needing software that keeps them organized, saves them 

time, and automates their workflows.

20% of photographers claim that better marketing strategies will help them in 2023, while an 

equal amount says that a personal change can get them to their goals. 15% of photographers 

want to hire to reduce workload. In all answers, photographers seem to be asking for help 

reducing the stress and overwhelm of trying to "do it all" themselves.

Throughout this report, photographers have emphasized more than anything else that they are 

worried about inflation, getting bookings, and having time while maintaining that they are their 
own worst roadblocks. The answers to this question indicate the same core struggles for 

photographers running their businesses in 2023.

FINDINGS

25%: I need software to help me run my 
business

20%: I need personal development in 
business

15%: I need to hire to handle all the 
workload; I’m already spread too thin

20%: I need a better marketing strategy

14%: I need to increase profits

6%: I don’t see a clear answer to get over the 
challenges I face going into 2023; I’ve 
lost hope
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What would you spend an additional budget on in 
2023 if you were given the opportunity?

We wanted to know what priorities photographers had in their business going into 2023 by 

posing a question that eliminated the financial roadblock for a moment. Many responses 
throughout this report coincided with our original hypothesis - that photographers wanted to 

make more money. 

So, what would they do with that money if they did have it? 

12

Many photographers feel that an additional marketing budget would benefit their business and 
generate more leads. Unsurprisingly, 26% of photographers would spend an additional budget 

on tangible items like gear and sets. 

While 21% of people said they would hire additional help, only 17% said they wanted to learn 

how to better run their business using tools, education, and resources.

These responses coincide with the previous answers to "What would you need to help you 
meet your goals in 2023?" as photographers are looking to take a load off of themselves and 
not necessarily learn new skills that would require more work.

FINDINGS

Marketing and advertising

28%
Tangible belongings - 
cameras, computers, 

lights, studio space etc.

26%
Hire additional help

21%

Utilize tools, education, 
and resources to produce 

better results

17%
I’m not sure

6%
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The 4
Concerns

THE FINDINGS:

The Four Core Concerns for photographers - having 
time, booking clients, looking professional & staying 

organized.



GOING INTO 2023, HOW MUCH OF A CONCERN IS 
BOOKING CLIENTS IN YOUR BUSINESS?

GOING INTO 2023, HOW MUCH OF A CONCERN IS 
HAVING TIME IN YOUR BUSINESS?

GOING INTO 2023, HOW MUCH OF A CONCERN IS 
LOOKING PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR BUSINESS?

Through a rating scale between 1-7, we asked photographers how 
concerned they are with the 4 core struggles we have seen in the 

photography industry over time. 1 was labelled as "Not a concern" 
while 7 was labelled as "A huge concern" - here's what they said.

NOTABLE ANSWERS

intro anxieties comparison goals four concerns magic wand the future

GOING INTO 2023, HOW MUCH OF A CONCERN IS 
STAYING ORGANIZED IN YOUR BUSINESS?

CORE STRUGGLES
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The Four Core Concerns: having time, booking 
clients, looking professional & staying organized.

Going into 2023, how much of a concern is Having Time in your business?

Going into 2023, how much of a concern is Booking Clients in your 
business?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not a 

concern
a huge 

concern

3%

3%

5%

12%

23%

19%

35%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not a 

concern
a huge 

concern

4%

2%

7%

17%

16%

19%

35%
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Going into 2023, how much of a concern is Looking Professional in your 
business?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not a 

concern
a huge 

concern

9%

5%

5%

12%

16%

18%

35%

Going into 2023, how much of a concern is Staying Organized in your 
business?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not a 

concern
a huge 

concern

9%

7%

9%

9%

14%

13%

39%

1) Having time, 2) booking clients, 3) looking professional, and 4) staying organized are almost 

statistically equal - with no one appearing to be of higher importance.

Almost evenly, photographers rated all 4 concepts as a huge concern overall, with staying 

organized ranking highest by just 5%.  

Looking back at the data, we see these concepts appear throughout many responses. 

However, previous questions in the survey were posed to make photographers prioritize a 

specific part of their business - this one was not. 

Although one issue may be of higher importance to each photographer, the responses to these 

4 questions indicate that photographers continue to struggle with the same 4 concepts we 

have seen throughout the years working in this industry.

FINDINGS
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The Magic
Wand

THE FINDINGS:

If I could wave a magic wand and solve the problems 
in my business - I would want to book more clients, 

make more money, have more time, get more leads, 
stay organized and look more professional.



IF YOU COULD WAVE A MAGIC WAND AND SOLVE 1 
PROBLEM IN YOUR BUSINESS GOING INTO 2023, 

WHICH AREA WOULD YOU FOCUS ON FIRST?

“I would want to book more clients”
“I want to be making more money”

“I would like to have more time”
“I would like to get more leads”
“I want to stay more organized”

“I want to look more professional”

NOTABLE ANSWERS
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If you could wave a magic wand and solve 1 problem 
in your business going into 2023, which area would 
you focus on first?

Here, we compared photographers' common concerns against each other - only allowing 

them to select 1 answer. If photographers could solve 1 problem in their business, which 

resolution would be the most impactful to their success?

Interestingly, the same photographers who ranked all 4 concerns in the last section equally 

have been forced to think about which one, in particular, is of greater importance. 

As emphasized throughout this report, booking more clients has continued to be one of the 

greatest anxieties photographers face today and looking into 2023. Making more money is a 

close second, and having more time is placed third. The results of this final question are 
conclusive of the prevailing ideologies we've seen since question 1.

FINDINGS

34%: Booking More Clients

27%: Making More Money

9%: Getting More Leads

20%: Having More Time

8%: Staying More Organized

2%: Looking More Professional

34%

27%

9%

8%

2%

20%
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The Future  of Photography 
intro anxieties comparison goals four concerns magic wand the future

Our hope for The Photographer's 2023 Industry 

Report is to bring value to professional and 

aspiring photographers throughout the industry. 

To show readers what anxieties and challenges 

photographers are carrying into the new year and 

how they plan to overcome and grow.

From the thousands of photographers who 

received this survey, we found consistent trends 

in their responses to a) their main anxieties for 

2023, b) their expectations for 2023, and c) their 

aspirations and how they plan to reach them.

Overwhelmingly photographers have anxiety 

surrounding their clients overall, from generating 

leads, a reduced disposable income, and booking 

shoots to maintaining a consistent schedule and 

client management.

Additional concerns include the economy, 

possible recession, and inflation of prices globally. 
Photographers are worried that the economic 

state will worsen in 2023, affecting their 

business substantially - specifically related to 
their bookings.

An astonishing 46% of photographers said they 

have specific financial goals going into 2023, 
while another 24% want to book more clients. 

Meaning 70% of photographers surveyed have 

financially-driven motivations for 2023. 

Photographers feel that achieving their goals will 

take fundamental business changes like price 

increases, moving studio spaces, and re-working 

their business model. Alternatively, almost 1/3 of 

photographers think that exploring new marketing 

and advertising strategies is the solution.

Unsurprisingly, photographers claimed that if they 

had an additional budget in 2023, they would 

spend it on marketing or new gear.

When asked what prevented photographers from 

achieving their goals, they explained how time 

limitations were restricting and their defeatist 

attitude continues to stand in their way. 

Photographers have specific goals they hope to 
meet in 2023, but they feel like they don't have the 

time or skill to accomplish those goals. 

The future of photography is as exciting as it is 

uncertain, and as a company built to help 

photographers make a living doing what they love 

- Sprout Studio, hopes to continue providing value 

to the industry we exist to serve.

This report started as a way to learn how we can 

better our software, resources, and educational 

content to fit photographers' anxieties, stressors, 
and goals in 2023 - but it turned into much more.

So thank you for reading, photographer. We can't 

wait to help you reach your goals in 2023 and for 

many years afterwards.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?



Thank You
POWERED BY 

SPROUT STUDIO

getsproutstudio.com

written by Lauren Cumpson
designed by Tanya Khatcherian


